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ABSTRACT
Interactive Evolution (ie) has shown promise in domains where
objective-driven approaches are problematic. Collaborating by branching from the evolutionary stepping stones discovered by others (cie)
has allowed users to evolve a large variety of artefacts. In this paper
we explore the potential of collaboratively evolving behaviours
in Minecraft through an online cie system. Results suggest that
it is indeed possible to solve a maze navigation task in Minecraft
collaboratively, which is difficult to achieve individually. We hope
that the released framework will allow others to build more complex domains, solving a series of more and more challenging tasks
through many collaborating humans.
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INTRODUCTION

In interactive evolutionary computation (iec) [1] the traditional
fitness function is replaced by users iteratively selecting candidate
solutions. This approach has shown promise in domains with no
clearly defined objective [1, 2]. When combined with neuroevolution (i.e. the evolution of artificial neural networks), iec can evolve
game artefacts [3], music [4], or agent behaviours [5–7].
A problem for iec is user fatigue. While different attempts have
been made to alleviate this problem [8, 9], evolving complex behaviours interactively will likely require a large number of users
collaborating, as in Picbreeder [10].
In this paper we take a first step towards providing a framework for the collaborative evolution of controllers in Minecraft.
Interaction with our framework only requires a web browser, making it accessible to as many participants as possible. Similarly to
Picbreeder, users can publish their creations and branch from behaviours discovered by others.
Our experiments build on the Malmo platform [11], that extends
the Minecraft video game. While the task in this paper is relatively
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(a) Behaviour Library

(b) IEC interface

Figure 1: CrowdAI Interface.
simple, it demonstrates that collaborative evolution is possible for
tasks that are difficult to solve for users by themselves.
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APPROACH

An overview of our ciec approach is shown in Fig. 1. Users can start
evolution from scratch or elaborate on behaviours evolved by others
(a). At each iteration, users choose among the parent behaviour
and two offspring, or reset evolution (b). The current version of the
project can be found here: https://github.com/pablogps/CrowdAI.
Our experimental environment works on Minecraft using Project
Malmo1 . Users interact with our server through their Internet
browser, so they do not need to install Minecraft in their machines.
The server is implemented in asp.net-mvc, and uses a custom version of Sharpneat. This architecture aims to be easily extendible
and adaptable to different applications and evolutionary algorithms
(an example of this are the fitness-based experiments reported in
this paper). Users interested in extending the framework (e.g. with
new domains) can do so on a higher-level of abstraction that does
not require intimate knowledge of the underlying framework.
Our navigation domain is more complicated than typical set-ups
in which agents can rotate [12], enabling basic maze solving strategies like wall-following. We discarded rotation because this forces
discomforting camera movements. Instead of developing rules such
as “keep wall close to right” agents must develop knowledge of
where they are in the maze given the current inputs.
Neural controllers have six sensory inputs and two outputs for
movement. Only rotation of ±90 degrees and one-block steps are
allowed. Several positions on the map produce very similar inputs,
but require contradictory outputs. Therefore, the last part of the
maze is very challenging.
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EXPERIMENTS

We performed two user studies over a period of one week. The
experiment was open to any Internet users. The authors participated
during the first experiment to collaboratively solve the complex
1 https://github.com/Microsoft/malmo
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Figure 2: (a) Evolved behaviour lineage. Colours represent different users, and connecting lines indicate branching. Node 16 is the solution.
(b) Selected behaviours for nodes from 3 to 16. (c) Heatmap with end position of published behaviours.
Table 1: Data from the second experiment. Average values and
standard deviations per user when not specified otherwise. Generations per node measures the number of generations a user adds to
a genome from branching to publication.
Total number of users
Total generations evolved
Total published behaviours
#Generations
#Small mutations
#Large mutations
#Published behaviours
#Generations per node

27
1620
15
60 ± 90
40 ± 70
20 ± 30
0.6 ± 1.0
30 ± 30

maze. The second experiment had a focus on obtaining user data
(see Table 1).
Additionally, we performed five fitness-based experiments to
test whether the environment is deceptive in the traditional sense.
Each of the five experiments involved 211 genomes. In user-driven
evolution, 105 generations are required to produce the same amount
of genomes. Fitness is: F = Fmax − d x − dy (d is distance to goal).
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RESULTS

As expected, this task is not solvable with a trivial fitness-based
strategy, and thus offers a good testing domain for collaborative
iec. Fitness graphs are omitted since the best individuals from all
runs end in tile D (Fig. 2c).
Fig. 2a shows a collective behaviour lineage that solves the maze
in the first user study. We observe backtracking, where new users reexamine old behaviours and successfully branch from them, which
is not typically possible in neuroevolution, or even in iec. Fig. 2c
maps the end positions for the published behaviours, with some
tiles being the ending position for many published behaviours; users
not only judge distance to the goal, but use additional information
to judge how promising behaviours are. Similar observations have
been made by Woolley et al. [5].
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CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an IEC approach that allows users to collaboratively breed behaviours in the Minecraft video game. The results
suggest that tasks that are potentially too difficult (or extenuating)

for a single user to solve can be solved by allowing people to elaborate on partial solutions found by others. In the future, it will be
interesting to extend the approach to more complex tasks in the
Minecraft world, such as building structures or interacting with
game agents. We hope that providing this framework and proof-ofconcept experiments will spur development in such direction.
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